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Next-to-Leading-Order (NLO) eets play a ruial role in tests of the Standard Model
(SM), and require areful theoretial evaluation. Eletroweak physis, whih has just en-
tered the preision age, is an exellent plae to searh for new physis, but also requires
onsiderable theoretial input. We show how we applied omputational pakages suh as
FeynArts, FormCal, Form and LoopTools for the evaluation of one-loop eletroweak and
hadroni radiative orretions.
I. INTRODUCTION
With reent advanes in the automatization of the (NLO) alulations, it is reasonable to onsider these
methods in the appliations towards the eletro-weak and hadroni proesses. Computer pakages suh as
FeynArts [2℄, FormCal, LoopTools [3℄ and Form [4℄ reated a possibility to perform suh type of alu-
lations. In the work presented here, we extend FeynArts for the NLO symboli alulations of amplitude
or dierential ross setion. Using Dira and Pauli type ouplings, we onstrut the omputational model
[5℄ enabling us to deal with eletron-nuleon sattering up to NLO level. Using this model we ompute
parity-violating asymmetries up to NLO level in eletron-proton (e-p) sattering. Additionally we have
developed an extension named Computational Hadroni Model (CHM) [7℄ of the FeynArts towards the
hadroni setor using the Chiral Perturbation Theory (ChPTh). Later we have applied CHM to extrat
strong oupling onstants arising in the hiral lagrangian from the experimental branhing ratios (BR) for
the following proesses: Σ∗+ → Σ0 + pi+, Σ∗− → Λ + pi+, Ξ∗0 → Ξ∗− + pi+ and ∆++ → p+ pi+.
II. ELECTROWEAK SECTOR
Eletroweak properties of the nuleon an be studied by parity-violating eletron-nuleon sattering
at low energies. Suh experiments an measure the asymmetry oming from the dierene between ross
setions of left- and right-handed eletrons (A =
dσ+−dσ−
dσ++dσ−
). This asymmetry between left- and right-
handed partiles is learly predited in the Standard Model (SM) of partile physis. Extrating the
physis of interest from the measured asymmetry requires evaluating NLO ontribution to eletroweak
sattering at very high preision. The dominant ontribution normally omes from the Leading Order
(LO) orretion in perturbation theory. The NLO eets in the physis of the eletroweak interations
plays a ruial role in the tests of the Standard Model. In this projet, we took into onsideration the
NLO eets in parity-violating lepton sattering and have omputed radiative orretions to the parity
violating asymmetries. In general, we have extended FeynArts by inluding Dira and Pauli form fators
in ouplings taken in the dipole/monopole form without strange quark ontribution. Calulations were
done in the on-shell renormalization sheme using Feynman gauge. Detailed desription of this model is
given in [5℄. To avoid the infrared divergenes, we have treated the nal asymmetries with both Soft and
Hard Photon Bremsstrahlung (SPB+HPB) [8℄ ontributions. Computed results for the asymmetry are
given in the Fig.[1a℄ for the range of the momentum transfers up to 1.0GeV 2 in the forward sattering.
It is lear from Fig.[1a℄ that NLO PV eets are of the order of 20%. Also we an see that our results
are in exellent agreement with theoretial preditions of G0 group [1℄. Comparing our preditions with
the G0 [1℄ experimental asymmetry we an onlude that there is an evident disrepany between theory
and experiment. Realling the fat that our alulations were ompleted without an aount for the sea of
the strange quarks in the nuleon, good explanation to this would be a non negligible strange ontent of the
nuleon. Moreover, we have used a model dependent form-fators and it is reasonable to investigate impat
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Figure 1: a) Asymmetry for the PV eletron-proton sattering is given on the left gure. Dipole theory results
are given by LO+NLO ontributions, and ANV S is no-vetor-strange asymmetry given in [1℄. b) Figure in the
entre shows the dierene in the asymmetries for monopole and dipole formfators. ) Figure on the right shows
the dierene in asymmetries for the two limiting values of sale parameter, Λ2 = 0.4 · m2
N
(solid red urve) and
Λ2 = 2.0 ·m2
N
(dashed blue urve). Dashed green urve is a leading order ontribution.
of this model dependene on alulated asymmetries. In this ase we looked at the dierene between
monopole and dipole results and dependene on the sale parameter Λ (see Fig.[1b,℄). From Fig.[1b,℄ it
is evident that alulations of the asymmetries are independent of the hoie of the type of form-fators
and have virtually no dependene on the sale parameter Λ. Although model dependene will beome
evident when alulating absolute ross setions, for the asymmetries alulations presented results are
model independent. We also reserved the kinemati dependene in all types of our radiative orretions.
It will make it easier to adopt our results to the urrent and future parity-violating experiments for any
lepton-hadron sattering proesses.
III. HADRONIC SECTOR
Tremendous suess of the ChPTh in the desription of the hadroni interations in the non-perturbative
regime of the QCD attrated attention of the physis ommunity for deades. To alulate amplitudes or
ross setions, we need a theoretial input at the NLO retaining full kinemati dependenies. To date, there
are several pakages (FeynArts, FormCal, FeynCal and Form) allowing us to produe semi-automati
alulations in the high energy physis. Although FeynArts and FormCal were originally designed for
SM alulations, the exibility of the programs allows us to extend them to interations appropriate for
the hadroni setor. This was a main reason to use FeynArts and FormCal as a base languages for the
automatization of hiral hadroni alulations. Here we have used a CHM whih detailed desription
reader an nd in [7℄. As an appliation and test of this model, we deided to extrat strong oupling
onstants of ChPTh from the experimental values of BR to deays of resonanes to baryons, suh as:
Σ∗+ → Σ0 + pi+, Σ∗− → Λ + pi+, Ξ∗0 → Ξ∗− + pi+ and ∆++ → p+ pi+. The BR are entered about 1.4,
1.4, 1.3 and 1.5 respetively and as it is expeted, leading order alulations are SU(3) onserving and will
result in equally valued BR. This fat prompts us to look at the NLO orretions. The NLO alulations
were ompleted with an aount of the otet of mesons, baryons and deuplet of resonanes partiipating
in the one loop diagrams. If we take experimental BR and t strong oupling onstants C and H to the
values of BR we an reprodue results predited earlier in [6℄. For the eah deay outlined earlier in this
artile, parametri plots for the C oupling onstant as a funtion H are shown in Fig.[2℄.
From Fig.[2℄ it is lear that all urves indiate the entral value of the C oupling onstant is around
|C| = 1.0 ± 0.2. From this we an derive onstrains on the H oupling onstant as H = −1.5 ± 0.5. Our
preditions are onsistent with the results of [6℄: |C| = 1.2 ± 0.1 and H = −2.1 ± 0.7. In general, these
3Figure 2: Parametri plots for the strong oupling onstants C and H tted to the BR of Σ∗+ → Σ0 + pi+,
Σ∗− → Λ + pi+, Ξ∗0 → Ξ∗− + pi+ and ∆++ → p + pi+. Thikness of the urves represents the experimental
unertainty taken from the BR for these deays.
alulations served us as an exellent test of rather involved omputer based alulations. The results of
the CHM an be expressed analytially, using FormCal with an amplitude expressed in the Passarino-
Veltman basis as well as numerially with appliation of the pakage LoopTools. The future appliations
of the CHM an be seen in the automatization of the alulations of NLO radiative orretions for the
prodution/deay hannels of hadroni physis.
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